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Core Observation

�Turkish and Uyghur show systematic variation between two aspects of
ACC-case assignment:
1 ACC-case assignment in impersonal constructions
2 differential object marking

�While the two are generally taken to be unrelated, I argue that the systematic
differences in both cases are due to a single underlying point of syntactic
variation.

Impersonals in Turkish & Uyghur

.Turkish: passives (PASS) (1) and impersonals (IMP) (2) are marked with
-(I)l/(I)n- and THEME cannot be marked with ACC-case (Knecht 1985, i.a.):

(1) kitab-(*ı)
pilaf-ACC

oku-n-du
read-PASS-PST.3SG

‘The book was read.’

(2) Bu
this

kitab-(*ı)
book-ACC

oku-n-ur
read-IMP-AOR

‘One reads this book.’

.Uyghur: PASS and IMP are marked with the verbal affix -(i)l-. The THEME

cannot be marked with ACC in PASS (3); ACC-marking is required in IMP (4):

(3) polu-(*ni)
pilaf-ACC

ye-yil-di
eat-PASS-PST.3SG

‘The pilaf was eaten.’

(4) polu-*(ni)
pilaf-ACC

ye-yil-di
eat-IMP-PST.3SG

‘One/someone ate the pilaf.’

Uyghur Impersonals
� PASS and IMP -(i)l- can be distinguished by agreement morphology.
�Passives: THEME controls AGR on verb (5).
� Impersonals: THEME cannot control AGR; only default 3SG (6).

(5) sen
2SG.NOM

ur-il-*di/ding
hit-PASS-PST.3SG/2SG

‘You were hit.’
(6) seni

2SG.ACC

ur-il-di/*ding
hit-IMP-PST.3SG/2SG

’One/someone hit you.’

� I assume the subject in IMP is a null pro without �-features, which explains
default AGR (McCloskey 2007, i.a.).
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DOM in Turkish & Uyghur

.Turkish: Standard DOM pattern, specific THEMES must be ACC-marked;
non-specifics are bare (7) (Enç 1991). Under fronting, object must be both
specific and ACC-marked (8).

(7) Ali
Ali

kitab-(ı)
book-ACC

okudu
read.PST.3SG

‘Ali read a (certain) book.’

(8) kitap-*(ı)
book-ACC

Ali
Ali

okudu
readPST.3SG

‘Ali read a certain book’

.Uyghur: Specific THEMES must be ACC-marked (9). Under fronting, while
ACC-marking is required, THEME is no longer obligatorily specific (10).

(9) Mehmet
Mehmet

mashin-(ni)
car-ACC

xalaydu
want.NPST.3SG

‘Mehmet wants a (certain) car.’

(10) mashin-*(ni)
car-ACC

Mehmet
Mehmet

xalaydu
want.NPST.3SG

‘Mehmet wants a (certain) car’

Proposal
The systematic differences observed between Turkish and Uyghur is not co-
incidental. Both are the result of a single point of syntactic variation. Specif-
ically, in Uyghur, an inner Asp projects between Voice and v ; in Turkish
Asp is not present.

Consequences of the presence of Asp in Uyghur:
1 The selectional relationship between Voice and v in impersonal

constructions is disrupted.
2 Provides a landing site, SpecAspP, for fronted DPs such that DOM-related

specificity effects are obviated.

Evidence for AspP

�Uyghur’s extended verbal projection includes a low, ‘inner-aspect’ head,
which projects between Voice and v , and hosts aspectual AUXs (Sugar 2019).

�Evidence: When AUX is present, voice-morphology, e.g. PASS, must attach
above AUX (11) and cannot attach to main verb, cf. (12).

(11) Chay
tea

ich-ip
drink-IP

baq-il-di
ASP.AUX-PASS-PST.3SG

‘Tea was attempted to be drank.’

(12) *Chay
tea-ACC

ich-il-ip
drink-PASS-IP

baq-di
ASP.AUX-PST.3SG

‘Tea was attempted to be drank.’

Deriving Impersonal Split

�The absence/presence of AspP correlates with the absence/presence of
ACC-case assignment in impersonals in (2) & (4), respectively.
.Turkish: VoiceIMP selects for vP that lacks [ACC] (13). Thus, the THEME

doesn’t receive [ACC] from v and is unmarked (cf. Legate et al. 2020).
.Uyghur: Asp disrupts selection between VoiceIMP and v (14). Thus, VoiceIMP

cannot restrict whether v has [ACC] and v can always ACC-assign the THEME.
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Deriving DOM Split

�The absence/presence of AspP correlates with absence/presence of specificity
effects under fronting in (8) & (10), respectively.
.Turkish: vP is a phase, and, thus, fronted THEMES must pass through SpecvP,

where specificity is forced (15).
.Uyghur: Asp extends the phase to AspP (Wurmbrand 2013, Bošković 2014,

i.a.), thus, fronted THEMES can skip SpecvP as an intermediate landing site
and no specificity effect is induced (16).
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Assumptions
1 DOM-DPs must raise outside of VP to check [uK] (Torrego 1998, i.a.);
2 DOM-related specificity effects are a reflex of vP only permitting

[SPECIFIC] DPs to move to SpecvP (Jenkins 2022);
3 Long distance object movement must go via phase edge (Chomsky 2001).


